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Computer assisted reading and analysis of text ( CARAT ) has lately explored  many 
variants of what has become fashionable to call “ text mining” strategies .  These 
computer approaches  have been  a enduring endeavour in the European reseach tradition   
of the   Benzecri ( 1981) mathematical  writings   ( Lebart et Sallem 1997; Reinert 1994). 
In North America.  they find their roots in the  text matrix manipulation of information 
retrieval(Salton 19xx , Dumais 19xx). It is only lately that they have been explored  in the 
more  humanitiy oriented texts (Rockwell and xxx 19xx,)  Unsworth 2007; Hearts  19xx ; 
Meunier et Forest 2005 ; Zuell 19xx) . Although these  strategies are robust for large 
corpus  they mainly operate at a macro textual level are still met with resistance by  the 
expert readers that aim   at  fine and minute conceptual analysis. We present here a 
computer assisted strategy for conceptual analysis based on automatic mathematical 
classification and annotation strategies and apply it to philosophical texts.  
Conceptual analysis  is an expert  interpretation methodology for the systematic 
exploration of semantic and inferential properties of set of predicates expressing a 
particular concept in a text or in a discourse.  (Ayer, 1973 ; Desclés, 1997 ; Fodor, 1998 ; 
Brandom, 1994 ; Gardenfors,  2000 , Rastier, 2005).CARAT is the computer assistance 
of this conceptual analysis.   
The  strategy of CACAT 
Our  strategy rests on the following main hypothesis.  
The expression of a canonical concept in a texte presents linguistics regularities some of 
which can  identified through  classification   algorithms 
This hypothesis itself unwraps into three sub hypothesis.  
Hypothesis 1 : conceptual analysis can be realized by the contextual exploration  of the 
cananical forms of a concept.  
This is realized through the classical concordance strategy and variances  on a pivotal 
term  and its linguistic  variants. ( vg mind, mental , mentally etc) (Pincemin et al. 
2006McCarthy, 2004 ; Rockwell, 2003). 
Hypothesis II  The  exploration of the contexts of a contexts of a concepts is itself realized 
through some mathematical classification strategy.   
This second hypothesis postulates that  contexts of a concept present regularities that can 
be identified by mathematical clustering techniques  that rest upon  similarities found  
among contextual segments. ( Jain et al. 1999 ; Manning et Schütze, 1999;Manning 
Prabhabar et Schütze, 2007; Baeza-Yates et Ribeiro-Neto, 1999, p. 438).      
Hypothesis IIIClasses of conceptual  of similar conceptual contexts can be annoted so as 
to categorized their semantic content.  
This last hypothesis allows to associate to each segment of a class of contexts some   
formal description of their content be it  semantic , logical, pragmatic , rhetorical etc. ( 
Rastier et al. 2005 ; Djioua Brahim et  Desclés, 2007 ; Meyers, 2005 ; Palmer et al., 2005 ; 
Teich et al., 2006).. Some of these annotations can be realized through algorithms  others 
can only be done manually. 
Experiment.  
From these  three hypothesis emerges a experiment which unwraps in five phases  and is 
applied to  the Collected Papers  of CS  Peirce. The volume I-VIII. The analysis  was 
applied  to the  concept of MIND  in this corpus.  
Phase  1 : Text preparation  
The first phase is the   preparation of the text for admissible analysis . Various operations 
of  selection , cleaning, tokenisation, segmentation are applied . But  no lemmatisation 
was used.  The corpus so prepared gave 74450 words ,with a lexicon of 2831 word types. 
Phase II 
A classical concordance  is made  from  the on the pivotal word MIN   This produced a 
1798 contextual segments of an average of 7 lines each.  Being to huge for a human 
reading,  a  random  sampling of 1 out 2 was applied which delivered  717 contextual 
segments.  And composed of  3071 words (tokens)  and 1527 type words.  
Phase III 
This concordance is in itself a subtext . A classical clustering1 technique was applied to 
it. It generated 83 regrouping  with a mean 8.3 segment  per class. It is possible to 
represent spatially the set of words in each class . Figure X illustrates such a regrouping 
for  the cluster no 1 .   
                                  
1 Plusieurs fonctions de classifications sont applicables On peut penser ici aux techniques de Clustering, d’analyse 
factorielle d’analyse en composante principale, aux réseaux de neurones, aux KMeans aux algorithmes génétiques, etc. 
Le choix.de l’une ou l’autre méthode de classification dépend de plusieurs facteurs et paramètres. (Sebastiani, 2002 ; ) 
 
 
It is often on   this type  of  representation from were     many numerical analysis start 
their interpretation.  . One classical critic presented by expert analylists is their great 
generality and ambiguity .  They give hints on the content  but as such it is  difficult to 
use for fine grained conceptual analysis.  It must hence be refined .  It is here were the 
annotation phase comes into play.  
Phase IV annotation.  
The annotation phase allow the expert reader   to make more explicit  the type of 
information contained in the segment.  For instance, the interpreter may  indicate if it is a 
THEME, a DEFINITION, a DESCRIPTION an EXPLANATION, a ILLUSTRATION, 
an INFERENCE, or what is it MODALITY: epistemic, epistemological, deontic , etc. 
The variety of  these types of annotation is in itself a research object  and depend on 
various text and linguistic theories.   
In this experiment , the annotation were realized « manually » . Although , this may take 
time, expert readers appreciate this for this allows them  a strong control on  the 
interpretation.  One must remember that CARAT must assist the interpretation and not 
substitute  algorithms to the process.  
Annotation results.  
The present summary  does not allows us here to present the detailled results of 
classification and annotation.  We shall only present a sample on a few segments of three 
classes .  
Annotations on  cluster no 1 :  
The first cluster contained 17 segments all of which have received an annotation. 
Here are samples of annotation for two segment of  cluster 1. The annotation is 
preceded  by the citation itself from the original text.   
[SEGMENT NO : 512] 
« Finally laws of mind divide themselves into laws of the universal action of mind and laws of 
kinds of psychical manifestation. »_ 
ANNOTATION : DEFINITION : the law of mind is a general action of the mind 
and a psychological manifestation   
[SEGMENT NO : 1457] 
But it differs essentially from materialism, in that, instead of supposing mind to be governed by 
blind mechanical law, it supposes the one original law to be the recognized law of mind, the law of 
association, of which the laws of matter are regarded as mere special results. 
ANNOTATION : EXPLICATION : The law of mind is not a mechanical 
materialism. 
Annotations on  cluster  no 2   
The same process of annotation is applied in cluster no 2 and 3   . Here is are a 
few  sample of this annotation.   
[SEGMENT no: 646   ] 
[My definition of a sign is:] A Sign is a Cognizable that, on the one hand, is so determined (i.e., 
specialized, bestimmt,) by something other than itself, called its Object,?4 while, on the other 
hand, it so determines some actual or potential Mind ", the determination whereof I term 
the Interpretant created by the Sign, that that Interpreting Mind is therein determined mediately by 
the Object.?5_Peirce: CP 8.178 Cross-Ref:??_ 178.“ 
ANNOTATION   définition of a Sign : its object 
 [SEGMENT no: 1033   ] 
"Moreover, signs require at least two Quasi-minds; a Quasi-utterer and a Quasi-interpreter; and 
although these two are at one (i.e., are one" mind ) in the sign itself, they must 
nevertheless be distinct:  
ANNOTATION: Explanation Sign and quasiminds:   
Annotations on  cluster No 3 :  
[SEGMENT no: 100  ] 
"But consciousness, for the reason just stated, is not to be so reinstated without tychism; nor can 
the work be accomplished by assigning to the" mind an occult power, as in two theories to 
be considered in the section following this. 
ANNOTATION Explanation : Consciousness is not a occult power. 
[SEGMENT no: 279  ] 
“ Almost all the psychologists still tell us that mind is consciousness”. 
ANNOTATION: DEFINITION :    Mind is consciousness  (in psychology) ) 
Phase V  The interpretation  operation.   
The last phase is the interpretative rereading of the annotations. Here the interpreter   
situates the annoted segments  into his own interpretative world. He may regroup the  
various types of annotation  DEFINITIONS, the EXPLANTION etc. and hence build a 
specific personal data structure on  what he has annoted.  From then on, he may rephrases 
these in his own language and style but most of all    situate  them in some  theoretical, 
historical, analytical, hermeneutic, epistemological, etc horizons . It is the moment  were 
the interpreter offer is synthesis of the structure he believes underlies the concept.  
We present here a sample of the synthesis of   conceptual analysis assisted   by the 
CARAT  process on   the clusters:  Here is an example of such a interpretation on the first 
cluster.    
The concept of  MIND in CS Peirce:   
In cluster 1 : 
The law of Mind : association 
The Peircian theory of MIND  postulate that a MIND  is governed by law  
"One of these law- a fundamental one, is associative ( segment 512) . This law 
descrives a habitus acquires the Mind when it functions. ( Seg : 436)  
Association is connectivity :  
This functioning est one of relation bildging by connection (( seg 507)  . The 
connectivity is of specific nature. It realized a synthesis ( à la Kant) It is a form of 
“ intellectual” generalisation ( seg: 507)  
Physically realized  
Such a law  is also to be found in the biological world . A law that can be 
understood as accommodation ( seg : 1436) In fact this law is the specific form of 
the  Mind’s dynamic. It is a fundamental law . But it is not easy to observed 
because  were are victim of  a interpretative tradition ( seg 1330) that understand 
the laws of mind  as laws of nature. This is a typical characteristic of an “ 
objective idealism” ( seg 1762, 1382)  .The law of mind do not belong to a 
mechanist materialism ( seg 90, 1382)  
Variety of categories 
The exist  subdivisions of this law. ( 375, 325) They are related to the 
generalisation process that is realised in infanthood, education, and experience. It 
is intimately related to the growth of consciousness.   
In cluster 2 and 3  
The same synthesis is applied of the second  cluster: Briefly summarized  Here : Mind is 
understood in terms of a semiotic structure:  
:Mind operates with signs It is a semiotic process ( 646) 746) Signs have object and 
interpretans (178, 646, ) and can be classified ( (269)  and related to propositions and 
truth . 698, 699) 
In cluster 3: Mind related to consciousness279, 291  which contains feeling , willing and 
knowing, 447) and attention, It is a dynamic stream  1168 
General interpretative  synthesis 
 Briefly sumerized :  The theory of mind in Peirce collectyed Paper   as revealed in the to 
the three first clusters  sees  the MIND as a dynamic semiotic system. It operates on signs 
(indexical) that are related to proposition and their truth This system is regulated by 
associative laws Consciousness is an attribute of MIND, It is not an entity  nor a 
unification. It is  a  stream.   
Conclusion  
The preceding research explored a CARAT methodology.  The classification and 
annotation strategy manages to regroups systematically segments of text that present 
some content regularity. This allows the interpreter to focus directly on the   organized 
content  of the concept under study  . It helps reveal  its various dimension : definition, 
illustrations, explanation, inferences etc.   
Still this research is limited . More linguistic transformation should be applied so as to 
find  synonymic  expressions of a concept  and various summarizing and extraction of the 
regularities of each class are to be explored.  
But the results obtained, first reinstates the pertinence of the concordance as a  tool for 
conceptual analysis. But it situates it in a mathematical surrounding aim at unveiling the 
various dimensions of a conceptual structure. Most of all, we believe that this 
methodology   may possibly interest expert readers and analysis    for it gives a strong 
handle and control on their interpretation process  although assisting them throughout the 
process.    
. 
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